Depression is a complex clinical entity that can pose challenges for clinicians regarding both accurate diagnosis and effective timely treatment. These challenges have prompted the development of multiple machine learning methods to help improve the management of this disease. These methods utilize anatomical and physiological data acquired from neuroimaging to create models that can identify depressed patients vs. non-depressed patients and predict treatment outcomes. This article (1) presents a background on depression, imaging, and machine learning methodologies; (2) reviews methodologies of past studies that have used imaging and machine learning to study depression; and (3) suggests directions for future depression-related studies.
Introduction
Major depressive disorder has an estimated lifetime prevalence of approximately 17%, and has significant effects on quality of life, comorbid medical conditions, suicide risk, and healthcare utilization (Andrade et al., 2003) . The diagnosis of MDD is largely based on application of criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), and clinician judgment. Upon diagnosis most patients are started on first-line antidepressant agents which is largely a trial and error process, as initial pharmacotherapy treatment is only effective in approximately 50% of patients (Papakostas, 2009) . Non-responding patients will often require multiple drug trials, which can result in persistence of symptoms for months.
This variability in treatment response is likely related to depression being an epiphenomenal manifestation of multiple neural pathological processes. This etiological heterogeneity means that objective biomarkers of disease are often less informative than the presence of depressive symptomatology itself. Therefore, diagnosis based on symptom-based criteria (i.e. DSM) becomes essential, as treating a patient's biomarkers makes little sense in the absence of distressing psychiatric symptoms. However, the study and application of such disease state biomarkers may be valuable in the development of methods that could be extended to other aspects of depression management. Specifically, the utility of biomarkers is likely more valuable in the early identification of treatment non-response, as symptom remission is known to lag behind changes in underlying neural function (Aizenstein et al, 2014; Hsieh et al., 2002; Lui et al., 2011; Mayberg et al., 1997) .
Identified biomarkers representing the biological substrates of MDD have been derived from multiple domains including neuroimaging, neuropsychological testing, genetics, and proteomics (Douglas and Porter, 2009; Laje et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2009) . With respect to neuroimaging, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in particular has demonstrated its capacity for non-invasively studying brain structure and function in depressed patients. The different underlying brain characteristics associated with depression are probed with various MRI modalities that can be broadly separated into structural and functional imaging methods, which differ with respect to numerous scanning parameters. Further differentiation of image analysis and processing methods allow for a wide range of data collection regarding anatomic volumes, hemodynamic response within various neural structures and circuits, demyelinating white matter hyperintensity lesions, and overall neuronal cellular integrity.
As each of these neuroimaging measures only likely represents one facet of depression's complex underlying biology, their collective assessment is much more informative than if performed individually. This has prompted many groups to simultaneously investigate multiple neuroimaging domains in depression for the increased perspective it can afford (de Kwaasteniet et al., 2013; Khalaf et al., 2015; Steffens et al., 2011) . Moreover, with more formalized systematic aggregation of neuroimaging biomarkers, it may be possible to make significant advancements in our understanding and management of MDD. Multiple machine learning techniques have been utilized to classify patients based on disease state and treatment response. For example, one of the earliest reports demonstrating machine learning's potential in MDD by Haslam and Beck (1993) used a categorization algorithm to classify patients into syndromal subtypes using the Beck Depression Inventory item scores. Much of the previous work has been predicated on effectively applying machine-learning techniques to clinical challenges that have yet to be addressed by other means. Most prominently, prediction of treatment non-response has become an opportune target for such methods. A sensitive, specific, and reliable machine-learning technique which identifies MDD patients who are unlikely to respond to the current antidepressant agent being trialed, would allow clinicians to preemptively intervene in such patients by either switching agents or pursuing more definitive treatments such as electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). With such a valuable potential clinical application, the current state of neuroimaging-based machine learning in MDD warrants examination. It will be the objective of this article to (1) provide an overview of the various machine learning methodologies in use, (2) review existing literature employing machine-learning in MDD, (3) elucidate technical obstacles, and (4) explore future directions.
Magnetic resonance imaging modalities
This review focuses on MRI modalities as they are most extensively found to be incorporated in depression related machine learning literature. The most common MRI modalities used to study brain structure include T1-weighted imaging, T2-weighted imaging, and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI). To study brain function, functional MRI (fMRI) is generally used. Each of the MRI modalities helps examine different aspects of the brain. T1-weighted images are used to study cortical regions because of its high gray-white tissue contrast that allows for more accurate labeling of gray matter regions. These images can be used to assess the severity of atrophy in cortical regions by studying regional volume differences and changes. T2-weighted images are used to study white matter hyperintensities (WMHs), which are indicative of ischemic or pre-ischemic white matter changes. Both local and global WMH volume measures have been implicated in the development and potentiation of depression, especially late life depression (Herrmann et al., 2008) . DTI images are used to gain an understanding of the brain from a microscopic level and study the diffusion of molecules in brain tissues. Two important measures acquired from DTI images include mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA), which signify the displacement and directionally of diffusion in tissue, respectively. These measures help evaluate the tissue integrity by helping determine cortical regions where diffusion is significantly decreased and dispersed due to lesions. Finally, fMRI images are used to study brain activity as well as functional connectivity between different cortical regions by exploiting underlying blood flow (Le Bihan et al., 2001; Blink, 2004; Vink et al., 2007) .
Machine learning
Machine learning is used to test the potential of each MRI measure as a relevant biomarker of depression. Machine learning consists of a group of methods used to develop prediction models from empirical data to make accurate predictions about new data. Depending on the data three possible types of learning can be employed, including supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning is performed if all of the data is labeled; semisupervised learning is performed when there is unlabeled data along with labeled data; and, unsupervised learning is performed when all of the data is unlabeled. Learning methods can be categorized into linear and nonlinear methods. Linear methods are simpler, while nonlinear methods are more flexible in nature. For supervised and semisupervised learning, the methods can be further categorized as classification-or regression-based methods. Classification-based methods attempt to classify the data by discrete and categorical labels, while regression-based methods fit the data to a continuous function and thus work with continuous labels for the data. For unsupervised learning, the methods are primarily categorized as clustering methods-which group the data into clusters based on underlying similarities (Ghahramani, 2004; Kapitanova and Son, 2012; Muller et al., 2003) . Since past studies have primarily used supervised learning methods, this paper will focus on reviewing supervised learning related studies.
Validation measures
Validation measures are used to assess how well a model developed by a learning method will perform on new unseen data. To compute these measures, the trained prediction model is first applied to a test data set and predictions of labels/categories for each instance are acquired. Then, the validation measures are computed by comparing these predictions with actual labels if they are available. The validation measures differ based on the type of framework used for the learning method.
For classification-based frameworks, some common validation measures include accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and receiver operating characteristic curve-which consists of true positive rates (i.e. sensitivity) as a function of false positive rates (i.e. 1-specificity). The accuracy measure helps evaluate how accurately the prediction model classifies the test data overall. The specificity and sensitivity measures assess how accurately the prediction model classifies each label of the test data, and the receiver operating characteristic curve illustrates the overall performance of the learning method. Confusion matrices can also be used when labeled data is available, especially for models with more than two labels. A confusion matrix will help summarize how well the prediction model distinguishes samples with different labels. The confusion matrix is a K × K matrix for K labels, where one side of the matrix represents actual labels and the other side represents predicted labels (Baldi et al., 2000) .
For regression-based frameworks, some common validation measures include correlation coefficients and mean squared error. The correlation coefficients and their corresponding significance values (i.e. p-value) help demonstrate how well the model predictions are correlated with the actual label values, and the mean squared error helps evaluate the level of error in the model predictions (Baldi et al., 2000; Meyer, 2012) .
Machine learning with real-world data
Due to the nature of real-world data, several problems are encountered when trying to use learning methods to estimate an optimal prediction model that can generalize well to (i.e. make accurate predictions on) unseen data. More often than not, real-world data is highdimensional (i.e. each sample has a large number of features) and limited in sample size, both of which can cause problems with estimating an accurate learning model. Also, learning methods often face a trade-off between high bias and high variance when attempting to estimate a model for empirical data. High bias indicates that the learning method is learning an incorrect model, while high variance indicates that the learning method is learning a random model. Each of these can cause the model to underfit (i.e. model is too simple) or overfit (i.e. model is too complex and does not generalize well for representing future unseen data points) the data (Domingos, 2012; Le Borgne, 2005) . In order to estimate an optimal prediction model given these limitations of real-world data, studies utilize feature reduction and cross-validation methods.
Feature reduction
Feature reduction methods are used to reduce the number of features in high-dimensional data to a limited number of most relevant features for estimating a more accurate prediction model. These methods can be primarily categorized into supervised and unsupervised methods. Supervised methods require labeled data as they perform feature reduction with the help of the labels. These methods are primarily used to perform feature selection (i.e. select the most relevant features from a larger set of input features) and thus reduce the noise in the input data. Unsupervised methods, on the other hand, perform feature reduction based solely on information available in the features included in the data. These methods are primarily used for feature extraction where features are selected based on patterns found among the input features; this helps to reduce the dimensionality of the input data (Mwangi et al., 2013; Reif and Shafait, 2014 ).
Cross-validation
Cross-validation is used to estimate the accuracy of a prediction model created by the learning method(s) of choice. There are several techniques for performing cross-validation including k-fold crossvalidation, holdout, and leave-one-out cross-validation. The latter two techniques can be essentially considered variants of k-fold crossvalidation. This technique first divides the data into k equal sized sets. Then it performs the following: (1) classifies one of the k sets as the test set, while combining the others to form the training set; (2) uses the learning method to estimate a model that describes the data by training on the training set; (3) tests the estimated model on the test set; and (4) computes appropriate validation measure(s) to determine the model's precision. This process is reiterated for k-iterations, each time classifying a different set as the test set without repetition. Lastly, the validation measure(s) values from all the iterations are averaged to evaluate the overall performance of the learning method.
When the available data set has a considerably large sample size, one way to perform cross-validation is to utilize the holdout approach. This is essentially a k-fold cross-validation technique where k equals one. When the available data set has too small of a sample size, a leaveone-out cross-validation method is used. With this method a k-fold cross-validation method is used where k is equal to the sample size of the data (Kohavi, 1995) .
Integration of feature reduction and cross-validation
When using both feature reduction and cross-validation together, feature reduction should be performed at every iteration of crossvalidation to avoid biasing the prediction model with information from the test set data. After performing feature reduction, the resulting dataset is used as an input to the learning method for estimating an optimal prediction model at every iteration of cross-validation. The average accuracy of prediction models from every iteration of the cross-validation determines the ability of the combined feature reduction and learning methods to estimating an optimal prediction model for a given dataset.
Past studies
Several past studies that have successfully explored predictive models for diagnosis and treatment response of depression. Below is a survey of studies found based on the following criteria: (1) the study focuses on studying depression and/or its treatment response; (2) the study uses magnetic resonance image related features for a supervised machine learning method; and (3) the study estimates a prediction model for depression, a measure of depression, and/or its treatment response. See Tables 1a-b and 2a-b for a brief summary of these studies and the methods they used.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge the number of articles that use machine learning methods for studying depression is limited. Additionally, at a quick glance of the past studies presented in Tables 1 and 2 , the methods used across these articles vary enough to make it difficult to draw comparisons simply based on the results. Thus, in this section we attempt to evaluate the methods used by the past studies.
Sample size
A common limitation across all past studies is sample size. The sample size used by past studies is small compared to what is optimal for machine learning methods to minimize the variance in assessments of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. This is especially true for the studies attempting to predict depression treatment response. Given the difficulty of recruiting depression patients for treatment protocols within a geographical area, the limitation of a small sample size is quite understandable. With respect to fMRI research, multiple efforts to create repositories to which individual groups can contribute data have attempted to address the broader issue of small sample sizes within neuroimaging research. These include the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project, the International Neuroimaging Data-Sharing Initiative, and the OpenfMRI Project, which are supported by the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation. While these repositories are an encouraging step, lack of uniformity between contributing sites with respect to imaging parameters may introduce bias that impairs the sensitivity of studies which aggregate the data. Ideally, acquisition and processing parameters will progressively become more standardized throughout the neuroimaging research community, allowing for more meaningful data pooling. Nonetheless, in the meantime, it may be valuable to continue conducting machine learning studies with available sample sizes to refine prediction models.
Features
Features used by past studies have primarily focused on extracting information from T1-weighted imaging and fMRI. The use of these features in an initial attempt to model depression diagnosis and treatment response is in accordance with past neuroimaging-based studies that have predominantly found anatomical changes and altered brain activity to be valuable biomarkers of major depression (Dunlop and Mayberg, 2014; McGrath et al., 2013) .
Learning method(s)
All past studies, except one which is a regression-based study (Mwangi et al., Jan 2012) , have used support vector machines or a variant method as either their primary method or as a means of comparison with their primary method. Given the literature on machine learning methods, support vector machines are a popular method as observed among depression studies. Support vector machines draw its popularity from its useful strengths -especially when working with real-world data -including a reliable theoretical foundation and its insensitivity to high-dimensional data. Nevertheless, there are other methods that may perform equally well or better depending on the nature of the data (Wu et al., 2008) .
However, there is variability as to whether a linear or non-linear learning method was used among these past studies. According to support vector machine literature, if the number of samples is significantly less than the number of features -which may be the case for several of these studies -non-linear learning methods do not significantly affect the results and it may be better to simply use linear learning methods (Hsu et al., 2010; Raudys and Jain, 1991) . Thus, to avoid complexity and chances of overfitting, linear learning methods may be optimal.
Feature reduction method(s)
Compared to other methods, the past studies show the greatest heterogeneity in their selection of feature reduction methods. Nevertheless, the most commonly used methods fall into the category of supervised feature selection methods. Given the small sample sizes used by the past studies and the literature indicating that the performance of feature selection improves with an increase in sample size (Jain and Zongker, 1997) , performing supervised feature selection methods on the small dataset may be suboptimal. Hypothetically, a more effective approach for obtaining a model that generalizes well over unseen data, as used by Fu et al. (2008) , may be to perform feature selection based on biomarkers already shown to be associated with major depression and its treatment response by larger studies. However, this requires further testing with larger test sets to gain a more objective understanding of which feature reduction methods produce an optimal model given smaller datasets.
Some past studies have also used an unsupervised feature reduction method, namely principal component analysis. Once again, it may be more effective to perform unsupervised feature reduction methods on larger datasets as they provide more information for generalizing population trends accurately (Osborne and Costello, 2004) .
Cross-validation method
Most past studies have used the leave-one-out cross-validation method. This is not surprising as it is the most popular method for studies with small sample sizes (e.g. proof-of-concept studies). Compared to several other cross-validation methods, the leave-one-out crossvalidation method provides the learning method with more data for training a prediction model. Thus, it is utilized when the available data is limited due to a small sample size. Nevertheless, it is associated with high variance making it unreliable for obtaining accurate estimates of a prediction model for larger-scale studies (Elisseeff and Pontil, 2002; Refaeilzadeh, et al., 2009 ).
Future directions
Based on the discussion in the previous section of past studies, in this section we suggest some potential directions to explore for future studies.
Larger sample sizes
So far most past depression prediction studies have used a small sample size; especially when predicting depression treatment response. Even though a small sample size provides an initial direction for developing a prediction model, a larger sample size is valuable for developing a more robust prediction model that generalizes well to the wider population. By building a larger database for training a prediction model (such as collaborative databases like the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative), the variations observed among depression patients can be more thoroughly incorporated which in the future may result in models with true clinical utility.
As the studies begin to use larger datasets, the methods employed will likely begin to vary and demonstrate improved validation measures. More specifically, the k-fold cross-validation method can be used with larger k-values instead of leave-one-out to allow for larger test sets on which to test prediction models and improve the generalizability of the models. The feature reduction methods will also improve in performance as they are shown to be affected by sample size. Last but not least, the selection of learning methods that work effectively with larger datasets is also more extensive. More details on selecting learning methods are provided under the Learning method(s) section below.
Learning method(s)
To accurately learn a framework or problem, it is not only important to select the right features, but also to select the right learning method. Sometimes, in order to create a larger sample size with a limited dataset, it may be useful to incorporate unlabeled data.
Thus, the first step is to determine whether the given data to be learned consists of labeled instances only, a mixture of labeled and unlabeled instances, or unlabeled instances only. Consequently, this will determine whether to use a supervised, semi-supervised, or unsupervised learning method, respectively. If data consist of a mixture of labeled and unlabeled instances, it would be beneficial to determine whether or not the unlabeled instances would help the learning method. If the unlabeled data does not sufficiently increase the overall sample size, it may be better to exclude it. The second step is to determine the goal (e.g. classification, regression, or clustering) of the learning method. The third step is to decide whether the nature of the data is linear or non-linear. Generally, when the data size is small, it is better to use a linear method to avoid overfitting. However, if the data size is sufficiently large, it may be beneficial to test non-linear methods to allow for more flexibility in the learning. The fourth step is then to select the learning method from the narrowed down options.
Since no one learning method is the best for all applications, it may be useful to test multiple methods. When selecting a learning method for a given framework or problem, one should consider evaluating several different aspects of the method including: computation time, underlying assumptions, interpretability, complexity, flexibility, optimization ability, and previous applications by other studies. If there are still too many options of methods to choose from, it may be helpful to use machine learning libraries (e.g. LIBSVM, LIBLINEAR) or software (e.g. MATLAB, Python scikit-learn, WEKA) for testing the performance of different methods on the data. Conversely, if there are too few options, it may be beneficial to modify (e.g. add constraints, regularize, combine methods (including learning, feature reduction, and/or boosting methods)), existing learning methods to make them more suitable for learning the given data. These and related techniques for selecting learning methods have been successfully utilized by Bibi and Stamelos (2006) , Frank et al. (2004) and Kotthoff et al. (2012) .
Parameter(s) selection
Parameter selection is a method that very few past studies (e.g. Mourao-Miranda et al., 2011; Mwangi et al., May 2012; Rosa et al., 2015) have utilized to optimize their results. However, this may relate to it being a more effective method on larger datasets, which would have greater variability in data than smaller datasets. In this section, we discuss the effects and implementation of parameter selection.
It is useful to perform a parameter selection process because sometimes slight changes to a certain parameter's values of a given learning method cause considerable variability in the resulting prediction model. Selection of a parameter that somehow regulates the complexity (e.g. regularization parameters, which penalize complexity and target the overfitting problem) of the prediction model developed by the learning method is especially important. This is because, as discussed earlier, the complexity of a prediction model determines whether it overfits or underfits the data, which impacts its generalizability. The most common approach used for parameter selection is crossvalidation to determine optimal parameter values (Lim and Yu, 2013) .
However, a cross-validation technique is most-likely already being used to evaluate the overall generalization-based performance of a learning method. Thus to perform parameter selection, a nested inner cross-validation loop would need to be implemented. For this inner cross-validation loop, the training set at every iteration of the outer cross-validation loop is used as the full data set on which parameter selection is performed. This inner cross-validation loop would be implemented between steps one and two of the 4-step process of the k-fold cross-validation technique described in the Introduction section.
Any of the cross-validation techniques described in the "Crossvalidation" section or any variant of these techniques (e.g. estimation stability with cross validation) can be used for the inner crossvalidation loop to perform parameter selection. The only difference is that instead of iterating through different test sets, the parameter selection method iterates through each of the pre-defined set of possible parameter values. At every iteration, it uses the same training and test set to estimate a model that describes the data and assess the precision of the model by computing appropriate validation measures respectively. The parameter value that results in the most precise model is then selected as the optimal parameter value. The selected parameter value is then used to train the full data set (i.e. the training set of the outer cross-validation loop) for step 2 from the 4-step process of the k-fold cross-validation technique (Kohavi and John, 1995; Lim and Yu, 2013) .
The process of selecting multiple parameters' optimal values is similar to the process used to select one parameter's optimal value. The only difference is that the cross-validation method iterates through each possible set of values from each parameter to find the optimal set. All possible combinations of a set of parameters' values are identified from pre-defined options of values for each parameter using the grid search technique (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) .
Variation in features
Although T1-weighted imaging and fMRI biomarker have been primarily associated with depression, there are more recent studies that have shown the relevance of DTI biomarkers (Dunlop and Mayberg, 2014; Schneider et al., 2011) . Additionally, non-imaging measures have also been studied as potential biomarkers for depression and its treatment response (Lopresti et al., 2014; Thase, 2014) . Thus it would be intriguing to study how multi-modal MRI features in conjunction with non-imaging measures affect prediction models of depression and its treatment response. Given the non-linearity of the brain's functionality, it is likely that a non-linear relation between these features may produce optimal prediction models as is shown by a preliminary study on late-life depression (Patel et al., 2015) .
Clinical application
The longer term goal for this burgeoning field will be to identify and coalesce around a specific machine-learning technique or set of related techniques that have demonstrated significant accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity in identification of treatment non-response at baseline or early in a treatment course. While such a scenario is unlikely to occur for a number of years, support vector machines and a few other supervised learning algorithms are currently showing promise in this area. Notwithstanding, when a sufficiently effective method has been thoroughly validated through preliminary studies, progressing to clinical trials will be necessary to demonstrate whether this technology will actually benefit patients. Specifically, future clinical trials will need to establish that machine-learning methods can successfully identify depressed patients unlikely to respond to the current agent being trialed, and that clinicians' use of this information results in improved outcomes for patients (i.e. decreased latency between diagnosis and remission). The latter will presumably result from clinicians either switching to other agents or attempting different treatment modalities, such as ECT or cognitive-behavioral therapy. With only 50% of patients experiencing treatment response to first-line agents, and an adequate antidepressant trial requiring several weeks before symptom improvement becomes evident, machine-learning methods have the potential to significantly reduce the duration of patient suffering. Outside the scope of depression, these techniques have shown promise in predicting treatment response in other various other psychiatric diseases, including schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive disorder (Khodayari-Rostamabad et al., 2010; Salomoni et al., 2009) . Therefore, advances in development of machine-learning are likely to have wideranging implications throughout psychiatry, regardless of the specific disease to which they are first applied.
